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Chapter 231: Eldest Senior Brother Is Too Capable 

In the Great Zhou Imperial City, the Saint Realm expert from the Nalan family stared fixedly at the 

people below, his face revealing a wisp of impatience. 

“Looks like you guys really don’t know what’s good for you. In that case… I’ll send you on your way 

together.” 

He had already lost his patience. In any case, he did not believe that he could not find anyone who was 

willing to tell him in this huge Imperial City. 

However, just as he was about to attack, an energy with a world-destroying aura suddenly attacked 

from behind. 

When he sensed this energy, he wanted to dodge, but it was already too late. 

Even though the speed of a Saint Realm expert had already surpassed the speed of sound by several 

times, he was still unable to dodge this sword. 

This was because this sword move was even faster than his speed. 

When he sensed it, before he could react, he felt his head suddenly fly up and the scene in his eyes spin. 

The moment before he died, he even saw his body and Lu Xiaoran’s shocking sword move. 

What a powerful sword. No wonder he could not dodge it. 

Not to mention that he could not dodge it, even a super expert at the tenth level of the Saint Realm 

might not be able to dodge it. 

Immediately after, his consciousness gradually fell into darkness. 

At the moment of his death, he could not help but curse the entire Nalan family in his heart. 

“Idiot! A bunch of idiots!” 

Why did he have such a group of idiotic descendants? 

The Great Zhou Empire was guarded by a Martial Monarch Realm expert, but they just had to offend the 

other party. 

These descendants were simply crazy. In the end, he even lost his head. 

All his arrogance just now had turned into despair and regret that he felt at the moment of his death. 

If only he could turn back time… If only the heavens could give him another choice. 

He would rather destroy those idiotic descendants with his own hands than listen to them and come to 

the Great Zhou Empire. 

What Nalan Hongyu? What ancestral treasure? 

How could they be more important than his own life? 



At this moment, the group of Supreme Realm martial artists from the Great Zhou Imperial Family were 

all dumbfounded. 

What was going on? 

What was going on? 

That was a Saint Realm expert! 

In this world, Saint Realm experts were the strongest experts other than the Martial Monarch Realm 

experts! 

He was actually killed on the spot by an inexplicable sword beam? 

Everyone did not doubt that the other party was a Saint Realm expert at all. This was because the other 

party could easily injure or even instantly kill a Supreme Realm expert. 

His Saint Realm cultivation was real. 

However, he had been killed by a single sword move. Just how powerful was this sword move? How 

monstrous was this sword move? 

Thump! Thump! Thump! 

When the other party’s body and head fell to the ground and created a huge pit, all the elders and 

regiment commanders of the Great Zhou Imperial Family were still dumbfounded. 

After a long time, when a few green lights shot over from a certain direction of the Great Zhou and 

entered the bodies of the few elders and Ji Wushang, instantly repairing their injuries, everyone reacted. 

“It’s Senior Lu!” 

“Senior Lu saved us!” 

 

“Heavens, Senior Lu probably had to travel more than 50,000 kilometers to get here, right?” 

“It’s almost 100,000 kilometers. He can actually instantly kill a Saint Realm expert with a single sword 

beam?” 

At this moment, everyone was shocked speechless again. 

Too powerful! 

This was true strength! 

Compared to the so-called pretentious Saint Realm expert of the Nalan family, this was a true super 

expert! 

At this moment, everyone finally had a new understanding of Lu Xiaoran’s strength. 

“Fortunately, we didn’t tell Senior Lu just now. If we exposed him, our Great Zhou would really have no 

way out!” 



“Senior Lu has saved our Great Zhou Imperial Family time and time again. From now on, the Great Zhou 

will treat Senior Lu as a god of our Great Zhou.” 

“That’s right! We have to build a statue for Senior Lu so that the descendants of the Great Zhou Imperial 

Family will always remember Senior Lu’s kindness.” 

“That’s not right. Senior Lu doesn’t like others to know about him. We definitely can’t rashly spread 

news of him, right?” 

Everyone trembled and finally reacted. 

“That’s right, that’s right. How about this? Place Senior Lu’s statue in the depths of the Imperial Palace. 

Only the promising descendants of the Imperial Family are qualified to kneel and worship Senior Lu. The 

others are not even qualified to know about Senior Lu.” 

In this way, Lu Xiaoran unknowingly became the only religion of the Great Zhou Imperial Family. 

… 

At the same time, in the Nalan family’s ancestral hall far away in the Eternal Forest, a golden ranking 

suddenly exploded. 

The patriarch of the Nalan family, Nalan Tingtao, who was sitting below and cultivating calmly, suddenly 

turned as pale as wax. He spat out a mouthful of blood and almost fainted. 

“Patriarch!” 

This cry immediately attracted several Nalan family elders to quickly arrive. 

“Patriarch, why…” 

Before he could finish speaking, everyone’s eyes had already noticed the patriarch’s memorial tablet. At 

this moment, everyone’s worldview collapsed on the spot. 

“Patriarch’s memorial tablet? Why did it explode? This is impossible, this is impossible!” 

“It’s over! Patriarch is dead, Patriarch is dead! Our Nalan family is finished.” 

In the Eternal Forest, there were countless families. Ten thousand years ago, the Nalan family did quite 

well. However, these days, they had already been reduced to a third-rate family. 

There were simply too many third-rate families in the Eternal Forest. 

The reason why they had stayed in the Eternal Forest was because this place was filled with spirit energy 

and was the most suitable place to cultivate in the entire continent. 

The only reason why they could cultivate in the Eternal Forest was because of their ancestor, who had 

the strength of a Saint Realm expert. 

However, once their ancestor was gone, they would be doomed! 

In the Eternal Forest, there were many resources and more families. The competition was too intense. 



If the other families knew that the Nalan family’s ancestor was gone, wouldn’t they immediately come 

out and devour the Nalan family? 

“All of you, shut up. No one is allowed to say a word about this. If anyone comes to find the ancestor, 

tell them that the ancestor is in seclusion. During this period of time, if anyone spreads the news of the 

ancestor’s death, I will definitely burn their bones and scatter their ashes! Do you hear me?” 

“Don’t worry, Patriarch. This matter is very important. We definitely won’t spread a word.” 

Nalan Tingtao sighed and gritted his teeth. 

“As of now, only by entering seclusion personally and breaking through to the Saint Realm as soon as 

possible can I protect our Nalan family’s tens of thousands of years of foundation in the Eternal Forest.” 

However, just as he finished speaking, a deep voice mixed with powerful power of laws sounded from 

outside. 

“Brother Nalan, I’m here to pay my respects. Brother Nalan, can you come out and meet me?” 

Everyone’s expressions immediately changed. 

“Not good, it’s the Lin family’s ancestor. Why is he here at this time?” 

“Could it be that he knows that our Nalan family’s ancestor has died? However, this is impossible. How 

did he know? How did he know so quickly?” 

 

Before he could finish speaking, another voice filled with the power of laws sounded. 

“Brother Lin is also here? What a coincidence!” 

“This… this voice, could it be the Bai family’s ancestor?” 

Nalan Tingtao’s eyes almost turned white as he fainted. 

It would be easy for him to fool one old fellow. However, how was he supposed to fool two old fellows? 

However, what he did not know was that this was not the end. This was because in the blink of an eye, 

several more auras quickly gathered towards the Nalan family. Every aura was extremely powerful and 

contained the power of laws. 

Each of them represented a Saint Realm expert! 

… 

On the other side, after Lu Xiaoran killed the Saint Realm expert of the Nalan family, the effect of the 

Martial Monarch Realm Pill disappeared in the blink of an eye. 

This instantly made him feel empty, as if his body had been hollowed out. 

The strength of a Martial Monarch Realm expert was simply too enviable. 

He had killed a Saint Realm expert with a single sword move from tens of thousands of kilometers away. 



How domineering was this? 

Although the top-grade divine weapon, the Xuanyuan Sword, he used had also brought about a portion 

of the enhancement effect, Lu Xiaoran still felt very obsessed with the strength of a Martial Monarch 

Realm expert. 

This made him secretly swear to cultivate to the Martial Monarch Realm as soon as possible. 

He wanted to increase his strength as quickly as possible. 

He slowly landed from the sky, and the disciples immediately surrounded him in unison. 

“Master, you were really too awesome just now.” 

“Master, I’m afraid there aren’t many people in this world who can compare to the magnificence of your 

sword.” 

“Master, you’re simply a god that has descended to the mortal world.” 

Everyone spoke one after another, their words filled with praise. 

However, Yun Lige smiled in extreme disdain and said coldly, “A group of ignorant fellows. Is such a 

small matter worth flattering? This is only something Master did casually. Master’s strength is far 

stronger than this.” 

Although he knew that Yun Lige was exaggerating and it even made his ears red, Lu Xiaoran still felt 

quite comfortable when he heard this. 

“Lige, don’t exaggerate. You have to know that there’s always someone better.” 

“Yes, yes, yes. Master is right. I said something wrong. I deserve to be beaten.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Yun Lige slapped himself twice. 

Lu Xiaoran scolded jokingly, “Why are you like a child?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he threw a storage bag to Yun Lige. 

“I just happened to obtain another egg two days ago. Take it and eat it to replenish your cultivation.” 

“Thank you, Master. Master, you must be tired. Quickly go and rest. I’ve made tea for you.” 

“Yes!” 

Lu Xiaoran nodded and walked in front with his hands behind his back. After taking two steps, he 

seemed to have thought of something and immediately turned around. 

“What are you all waiting for? Go back and cultivate!” 

If his disciples did not cultivate, when could he reach the Martial Monarch Realm? 

Ji Wuxia :”…” 

Fang Tianyuan :”…” 



Li Changsheng :”…” 

Zhuge Ziqiong :”…” 

Song Xinian :”…” 
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Everyone watched as Eldest Senior Brother followed behind Master like a puppy. 

Everyone was silent for a long time. 

Only then did Song Xinian speak. 

“Has Eldest Senior Brother always been so good with words?” 

The others nodded silently. 

Fang Tianyuan said, “That’s not entirely true.” 

Song Xinian heaved a sigh of relief. In the next second, Fang Tianyuan continued, “Sometimes, Eldest 

Senior Brother can be a lot more skillful with his words.” 

Song Xinian :”…” 

At this moment, he finally seemed to understand why Eldest Senior Brother had so many treasures even 

though everyone cultivated together. 

Eldest Senior Brother spoke nicely and was good-looking. He was very good at pleasing his master. 

For the first time in his life, Song Xinian felt that being a bootlicker was also a skill. 

… 

When the sun set, fiery red light illuminated the entire Eternal Forest. At the edge of the Heaven Secrets 

Cliff, the air distorted. 

A moment later, a figure appeared beside Elder Tianji and cupped his hands towards her. 

“Elder Tianji, the Nalan family has already been completely destroyed. All the Nalan clansmen were 

killed by us. All the blood has been gathered by us.” 

With that said, he handed over a small porcelain bottle. This small porcelain bottle was filled with blood. 

Some of the blood even emitted a faint golden light. 

It was the blood of some experts who had already stepped into the Emperor Realm and above. Their 

bloodlines had already become stronger. 

After one’s cultivation reached the Emperor Realm, their bloodline power would change. 

Back then, the reason why the descendants of the Great Zhou Emperor were stronger than the 

descendants of the imperial palaces was because the Great Zhou Emperor was an expert at the Emperor 

Realm. As his children, they could directly enjoy the enhancement of this bloodline power. 



Elder Tianji put away the small porcelain bottle with a calm expression and continued, “How’s the 

arrangements for the Great Qin Empire?” 

“The Great Qin Empire has already been set up. Zhuge Fei’er once left a bloodline in the Zhuge family. 

We’ve already dealt with this bloodline. At this moment, Zhuge Fei’er has probably already received the 

news and is on the way to the Zhuge family.” 

“Is that so? Then what about the other one in the Great Qin Empire?” 

“Are you talking about Su Chen?” 

“That’s right.” 

“According to our understanding, the scale of the Hall of Gods Su Chen established has expanded again. 

There are already twenty Saint Realm experts. In addition to that, there are also a few Saint Realm 

experts who seem to be interested in joining. As for Supreme Realm experts, Emperor Realm experts, 

and King Realm experts, there are countless of them. There are even secret reports that Su Chen seems 

to be discussing with a Martial Monarch Realm expert. If the discussion goes well, Su Chen will have a 

Martial Monarch Realm expert as his subordinate.” 

“Hmph! That bastard is quite generous. He’s actually willing to split out so much Primordial Purple Qi to 

change the luck of these mortals. However, no matter how many hot shots he recruits, it’s still useless. 

After all, Master has been planning for hundreds of thousands of years. 

“No one can stop that child. 

“He will definitely return to his former position.” 

“Then, what should we do now?” 

“Get a few Emperor Realm experts to sneak in. Since he wants to recruit people, let him. 

“However, remember that he’s a hot shot. It’s very likely that he has some special abilities that can help 

him detect disloyalty. I’ll use the Heaven Secrets Pavilion’s secret technique to do something to them so 

that they’ll avoid being detected by the hot shot. 

However, even so, tell them to be careful and not expose their identities. ” 

“Yes.” 

The other party quickly retreated to carry out her mission. 

Elder Tianji turned around and walked into the cave. 

In the cave was actually a huge blood pool. In the blood pool, a lot of different types of blood were 

surging. Among them, there was also some blood that was also pale golden. 

 

It was even to the extent that some blood was actually emitting a pure gold color. 

That was the color of blood that would only appear when an existence had already stepped into the 

Martial Monarch Realm. 



Elder Tianji guided the blood in the small porcelain bottle into it. This lively blood of an expert from the 

Nalan family originally wanted to struggle. 

However, the blood could only be destroyed in the blood pool. 

Elder Tianji threw away the porcelain bottle and looked at the blood in the blood pool. 

“The blood of these living beings alone is not enough to block the detection of the Heaven Gate. If I 

want him to successfully step into the Divine World, I still need more blood. Looks like I have to think of 

a way to kill some more experts.” 

… 

On the other side, south of the Primordial Mountain Range at the Great Zhou border. 

In Ling Long City. 

A figure in a robe stood under the shade of the tree at the cross street and looked at the brightly lit inn 

opposite. His eyes shot out cold lights. 

A moment later, a figure quietly appeared behind her. 

“Asura, we’ve already investigated. The person who killed Young Master is Young Master’s beloved, Ling 

Huayu. She was originally a prostitute that Young Master took a fancy to. He redeemed her and married 

her. I didn’t expect her to actually work with the four great families of Linglong City to kill Young Master 

and seize the Zhuge family’s assets. Tonight, they will hold an auction in the inn to auction the precious 

jade you left for Young Master.” 

The woman called Asura’s eyes were filled with killing intent. 

“Ling Huayu, how dare you kill my son. Are you prepared to die with him?” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she stepped into the inn. 

Sensing those extremely domineering words, the man’s heart trembled, and his eyes revealed a trace of 

high admiration. 

She was always so domineering. 

No wonder she could control the Battle God Army and become a legend of the Great Qin Empire! 

Battle God Asura! 

Asura walked straight to the inn. Just as she arrived at the door, a rich young master beside her leaned 

over and pretended to be a gentleman as he smiled. 

“This lady looks unfamiliar. I wonder which family you’re from?” 

Asura did not even look at him and only said a word indifferently. 

“Get lost!” 

As soon as she said this, the other party’s expression immediately became somewhat ugly. However, he 

still pretended to be a gentleman and said, 



“Miss, there’s no need to misunderstand. I just want to get to know you. I don’t have any ill intentions. 

Moreover, I’m the eldest son of the Li family in Linglong City. Li Qing, I believe you’ve heard of our Li 

family’s status in Linglong City, right?” 

With that said, the corner of his mouth curled up slightly, and his face was filled with confidence. 

In fact. 

This was his method of picking up girls. 

The Li family was a mid-level family in Linglong City. They were rich and powerful. Moreover, Old Master 

Li was an expert at the first level of the Master Realm. It could be said that he was rather respected. 

Unfortunately, he had miscalculated this time. 

Just as he finished speaking, Asura directly punched through his chest. 

He looked at Asura’s side profile in disbelief, as if he did not expect anyone to dare to attack him in Ling 

Long City. 

As for Asura, she did not care at all. She pulled her hand out and stepped into the inn. 

In the inn, there was a commotion. The auction was ongoing, but when everyone saw her enter, the 

commotion immediately became much smaller. 

It was because Asura’s aura was really too outstanding. 

Even in this martial world, where all women had fair skin, Asura’s appearance and aura was especially 

beautiful. 

Moreover, the cultivation of the women in Ling Long City was very weak, so their appearances were 

naturally not as translucent as hers. 

“Which family is this girl from? Why is she so beautiful?” 

“I don’t know!” 

 

As they discussed, Asura had already walked to the auctioneer’s side. 

The auctioneer could not help but frown. 

“Miss, if you want to participate in the auction, I suggest you find a seat and bid instead of…” 

Pfft! 

Before he could finish speaking, Asura directly killed him with a saber. 

The moment the auctioneer’s head fell to the ground, the crowd was in an uproar. 

“You’re too much.” 

“That’s right. Which family are you from? How dare you cause trouble in Linglong City? Do you have no 

regard for the law?” 



Asura did not even look at them. She only caressed the precious jade that was being auctioned, her eyes 

revealing a trace of sadness. 

Then, she cast her gaze to the private room on the second floor. A woman in a yellow dress was sitting 

there. 

The moment their eyes met, the other party immediately felt her heart tremble. 

Asura’s eyes were too sharp, making her unable to resist. 

After taking a deep breath, she stood up and cupped her hands towards Asura. 

“Senior, where are you from? Why did you attack me? I didn’t do anything to offend you, right, Senior?” 

Asura did not answer her and only said indifferently, 

“Tell me, Zhuge Xun loves you so much. Why did you harm Zhuge Xun?” 

The woman in the yellow dress had a cold gaze. 

“Are you here to cause trouble?” 

Asura still did not answer and continued, “I’ll ask you again.” 

The woman in the yellow dress swept her gaze below and many people began to discuss. 

Her gaze became even colder. 

The other party wanted to ruin her reputation. 

However, she was not afraid. Instead, she sneered. 

“So what if I killed him? If not for him killing my parents, would I have ended up in a brothel? He said 

that he loved me because he coveted my body. If I were old and ugly, he wouldn’t have taken a second 

look at me, right?” 

Asura immediately shook her head. 

“Even so, you shouldn’t have killed him.” 

“Why?” 

“Because he’s my son.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, Asura did not waste any more time. She picked up the precious jade 

and turned to leave. 

Ling Huayu immediately shouted, 

“Don’t let her escape. That precious jade is a low-grade Heaven Realm treasure.” 

As soon as she said this, everyone immediately attacked to snatch it. 

However, Asura’s movement technique was extremely strange. In two flashes, she actually easily walked 

to the entrance before anyone could stop her. 



“Leave none alive.” 

After saying these words indifferently, she completely disappeared from her spot. 

Ling Huayu roared, 

“Don’t let that slut off. I’ll give 2,000 high-grade spirit stones to whoever takes back the jade.” 

As soon as she said this, everyone immediately prepared to chase after him. However, at this moment, a 

burly figure wearing white silk gloves slowly walked in. 

“Two things. First, she’s not a slut.” 

“Second, I’ll give you five breaths to leave your last words.” 
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A moment later, the entire Ling Long City was engulfed in flames. 

A man took off his blood-stained gloves and got into the carriage at the city gate. 

This carriage was made of gold and top-grade spirit wood. The array formations engraved on it were at 

least top-grade Saint Realm. There were even low-grade Martial Monarch Realm defensive array 

formations. 

The demon beasts pulling the carriage were six white horses with the bloodline of the Earth Dragon. 

It was said that in the Great Qin Empire, the emperor had eight horses, the princes and kings had six 

horses, and the remaining kings and officials only had four horses. 

“Lord Asura, it’s all done.” 

Asura held the spirit jade in her hand and closed her eyes slightly. 

“Find my son’s bones and bring him back to the Great Qin Empire to be buried.” 

“Yes.” 

After replying, the other party was silent for a moment before continuing, 

“By the way, Lord Asura, do you remember the Zhuge family’s tomb in the valley?” 

“I do.” 

“The surviving disciples of the Zhuge family told me that the valley was destroyed a few days ago.” 

Asura, who was originally resting with his eyes closed, suddenly opened her eyes and erupted with an 

aura that made one’s heart palpitate. 

“Where’s Zhuge Ziqiong’s corpse?” 

“It… it’s already gone.” 

In an instant, the temperature in the entire carriage plummeted, and a lot of frost seemed to have 

appeared in the surroundings. 



“Investigate. No matter what, find out where Zhuge Ziqiong’s corpse is. Get me the truth.. Even if she’s 

hiding in the Great Zhou Imperial City and you have to turn the entire city upside down.” 

“Yes.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, a light suddenly appeared under the carriage, and then a heart 

palpitating destructive aura erupted. 

Boom! 

In an instant, the entire carriage was swallowed by the explosion. 

However, immediately after, in less than two seconds, a golden light flashed. Asura held her subordinate 

in one hand and flew out of the flames. 

“Roar!” 

In the forest, a roar sounded. In the next second, countless demon beasts fled. 

Asura swept her gaze coldly. 

“Do you think you can escape?” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she raised her left hand high. Spirit energy condensed crazily as her 

palm slashed down. A saber beam spread for tens of thousands of meters and instantly tore through the 

sky. 

Boom! 

In an instant, the entire forest was covered in flames. All the demon beasts died in the sea of flames. 

However, Asura’s mighty appearance did not last long. She coughed violently and a trace of blood 

seeped out of the corner of her mouth. 

“Cough cough…” 

“Lord Asura.” 

The man was filled with worry. 

In the battle with the demon beasts of the Primordial Mountain Range, she had won countless honors. 

However, she had also suffered extremely serious injuries and was still unable to recover. 

“Relay my orders. Summon Dongfang Xue and the others to enter the Great Zhou. No matter what, we 

have to find Zhuge Ziqiong.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, Asura closed her eyes and fainted in the man’s arms. 

… 

Two days later, Lu Xiaoran was in the Nameless Sect reading the information sent by the Great Zhou 

Imperial Family. He could not help but frown slightly. 



“The commander of the Great Qin Empire’s Battle God Army, Asura, Zhuge Fei’er, appeared in the Great 

Zhou two days ago…” 

“This woman is so vicious. She massacred the entire city just because of a disagreement. If she finds out 

that Zhuge Ziqiong is with me, won’t she order a hundred thousand soldiers to gather in the Nameless 

Sect and build a dog kennel for me?” 

Lu Xiaoran continued to read. 

 

“The remaining demon beasts of the Primordial Mountain Range have already infiltrated the Great Zhou 

and are prepared to take revenge on Zhuge Fei’er at any time.” 

“Tsk tsk, this news is not bad. The enemy of an enemy is a friend. I can take advantage of this.” 

“Members of the Hall of Gods have appeared in the Great Zhou Imperial City to negotiate with the 

Imperial Family in an attempt to subdue the Great Zhou Imperial Family. The Hall of Gods… this is an 

organization established by my sixth disciple’s old enemy, right?” 

“Damn, they actually came to an empire to poach people! Are the hot shots that arrogant?” 

Lu Xiaoran was furious because the Great Zhou Empire was also under his control. Those top-notch 

experts were all nurtured by him. 

They had actually tried to poach from him. This was too much! 

However, Lu Xiaoran would not lose his mind from anger and fight the Hall of Gods. 

In the Hall of Gods, the one with the lowest cultivation was a King Realm expert. There was no need to 

mention the experts with higher cultivation. There were a lot of King Realm experts and Supreme Realm 

experts. Even Saint Realm experts were common. 

Moreover, what was even more terrifying was that there were not just one or two experts in the Hall of 

Gods. Instead, they had a large number of top-notch experts. 

They were even harder to deal with than Asura Zhuge Fei’er. 

After all, Zhuge Fei’er did not have that many powerful subordinates. 

Lu Xiaoran put down the information and rubbed his eyebrows with a headache. 

This was a lot of pressure. 

Back then, when no one came, he could still relax and slowly develop. 

Now that the enemies had all taken root, he also had a headache. 

Since Zhuge Fei’er was the Battle God of the Great Qin Empire, her strength had to be at least at the 

peak of the Saint Realm. Or rather, she had already successfully stepped into the Martial Monarch 

Realm. 

Although that rich hot shot’s cultivation might not be very high, he was still rich. 



The rich were the masters. 

He already had a large group of subordinates now and would definitely have more in the future. 

And now, Lu Xiaoran’s cultivation had only reached the ninth level of the Saint Realm. 

He was still a step away from breaking through to the Martial Monarch Realm. 

Of course, breaking through to the Martial Monarch Realm did not mean that he could definitely defeat 

the enemy. 

After all, there were many of them. 

However, with Lu Xiaoran’s character, he had always been the one beating others up. He would 

definitely not be willing to be beaten up by others. 

What should he do? 

“It seems that only magic can defeat magic.” 

Lu Xiaoran narrowed his eyes slightly. 

Since there were currently three factions, he naturally had to make good use of them. 

If he could not defeat the other party, he would try to trick the other party. 

In any case, there was no hope of reconciliation. Zhuge Fei’er would definitely kill Zhuge Ziqiong and the 

hall master of the Hall of Gods would definitely kill Song Xinnian. 

Unless he knelt on the ground and raised his hands to surrender before tying Zhuge Ziqiong and Song 

Xinian up and sending them up. 

Then, he would still have to suck up to the other party. It also depended on whether the other party was 

in a good mood. He would only be spared if everything worked out. 

However, was Lu Xiaoran willing to become a bootlicker? 

Of course not. 

As a man, he was more than 1.8 meters tall and was handsome. With such good resources, wouldn’t it 

be a waste for him to be a bootlicker? 

Thinking of this, Lu Xiaoran shouted for Wang Cai again. 

“Coming, coming, Master, I’m here.” 

“Help me open the Six Paths of Reincarnation again and help Lige and the others cultivate.” 

“Master, if you keep doing things that surpass your level, you’ll lose the luck we previously gathered.” 

“I know.” 

Lu Xiaoran had long known that Wang Cai was definitely not invincible. Otherwise, Wang Cai would have 

directly increased his strength to the level of an invincible big shot. 



If he made it jump levels, he would definitely lose something. He just did not expect this thing to be the 

power of luck. 

However, there was nothing he could do about it. The enemy was too powerful now, and they were 

rushing over like a swarm of bees. If he did not speed up and cheated, he would probably die. 

In any case, if his disciples improved a little more, he could cultivate the Supreme Profound Dipper and 

the Six Paths of Reincarnation. 

At that time, he would not need Wang Cai to consume his luck to surpass his realm. He could also help 

Yun Lige and the others cultivate faster. 

Perfect. 

After settling the cultivation problem of Yun Lige and the others, Lu Xiaoran left the Nameless Sect with 

Buttface. 

 

Buttface was a demon beast. Its perception of its own kind was much stronger than that of humans. 

With the help of Buttface, Lu Xiaoran found the camp of a group of demon beasts near the Ancient 

Mountain Range two days later. 

At this moment, the demon beasts were all hiding in a col and roaring. 

Humans who did not understand the beast language naturally did not understand what they were 

saying. 

However, since they were all demon beasts, there was naturally no obstruction in their communication. 

“The assassination plan of Ling Long City has failed.” 

“That slut Zhuge Fei’er is not dead. Not only that, but she also killed thousands of our brothers, including 

two Emperor Realm demons.” 

“This Zhuge Fei’er is already injured, but she’s still so arrogant. Even the Blazing Sun Stone of the 

Primordial Mountain Range can’t kill her. She’s really lucky.” 

Just as the demon beasts were discussing enthusiastically, two auras suddenly rushed over from afar. 

“Not good, someone’s here.” 

“No, this aura contains the aura of our demon beasts.” 

“Could it be that a human is chasing after a demon beast expert?” 

“How dare you! Do you really think we demons are easy to bully? Go and kill that human. Let the 

humans know that those who offend our beast race will be killed no matter what!” 

Sensing that a demon beast was being pursued, this group of demon beasts naturally would not sit idly 

by. 



Although demon beasts were also divided by status, they were always the most united in the face of an 

invasion. 

Several auras erupted from the col and directly stopped the man and the demon. 

“Despicable human, how dare you touch a demon expert. You’re courting death!” 

In an instant, several attacks had already erupted. 

Light flickered in the world. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

A violent explosion sounded, and the Supreme Realm demon was also saved by the demons. 

After sensing the other party’s bloodline, the demons were overjoyed. 

“It’s actually a demon with the Water Qilin bloodline. Our demon race has gained another powerful 

general.” 

This demon was naturally none other than Buttface. 

After it and Lu Xiaoran discovered the demon beast, they directly began to put on an act to let Buttface 

integrate into the demon beast tribe. It could then secretly spy on them and also spread some rumors. 

At this moment, Buttface pretended to be dumbfounded. 

Roar! Roar! 

It let out a low roar. 

“Who are you?” 

A Supreme Realm eagle demon let out a soft whistle. 

“We’re from the Primordial Mountain Range. Why is this person chasing you?” 

Buttface roared with an aggrieved expression. 

“I don’t know either. He said that he wanted to capture me as a mount. I was chased by him for seven 

days and nights. My wife and children were all killed by him and made into dog meat soup.” 

In an instant, the demons were furious. 

“What? The humans are really too much! Do they really think that we demons are easy to bully?” 

“The demon race is supreme. Demon beasts will never be slaves!” 

At this moment, the smoke from the explosion in the sky had already gradually dissipated with the wind, 

revealing a figure in a coat. He had his hands behind his back and was looking down at the demons 

below. 

“I didn’t expect so many demons to be gathered here. Interesting. You guys were the ones who attacked 

my woman two days ago, right? You bunch of bastards really don’t know what’s good for you.” 



“Your woman was attacked by us? Who is she?” 

A huge green ox demon beast stepped out from the demon beasts. 

It was already at the ninth level of the late-stage Supreme Realm and could already speak human words 

with spirit energy in its abdomen. 

Lu Xiaoran glanced at him indifferently. 

“What? Could it be that you’ve already forgotten about Asura Battle God who beat the crap out of you 

guys?” 

“Are you Zhuge Feier’s man? Who are you?” 

After hearing Zhuge Fei’er’s name, the demon beasts directly became restless. 

Lu Xiaoran smiled coldly. 

“A mere group of bastards is qualified to ask for my name. Are you qualified?” 

Chapter 234: The Beast Race Will Never Be Slaves Unless Food Is Provided 

“Bastard, a mere human is actually so arrogant. Die!” 

The Azure Ox Supreme let out a low roar and stomped its front hooves. An invisible fluctuation swept 

out, directly causing the ground to tremble. The powerful shock wave even made the world tremble. 

Lu Xiaoran waved his hand and punched out. The two fluctuations collided and immediately caused an 

extremely intense explosion. 

Boom! 

A small sun appeared in the world for no reason. 

At this moment, Lu Xiaoran turned around and quickly left. 

“Hmph! Consider yourselves lucky this time. After I gather my subordinates, I’ll definitely skin all of you 

alive to refine medicinal pills and forge weapons.” 

“Bastard! This bastard! How dare he threaten our demon race like this!” 

The Azure Ox Supreme Realm expert stepped out and rose into the sky. Lu Xiaoran had already 

disappeared. 

This made the Azure Ox Supreme roar repeatedly. 

“Damn human, don’t let me encounter you again.” 

A moment later, it landed on the ground and arrived beside Buttface. 

“Demon friend, do you know the background of that human brat?” 

Buttface pondered for a moment and said, “I’m not too sure either, but I think I’ve heard his 

subordinates call him the hall master of the Hall of Gods , Su Chen.” 



“Su Chen? The Hall of Gods! Hmph, what high-sounding sentiments. You’re just a group of humans, but 

you actually dare to come up with such a name.” 

However, no matter who you are, if you dare to collude with Zhuge Fei’er and become enemies with our 

demon race, you are destined to die! ” 

… 

Lu Xiaoran left the Primordial Mountain Range and began to think about his next step. 

“The demon beasts can’t beat Zhuge Fei’er, so they will definitely think of a way to attack the people 

from the Hall of Gods first. This is also good. This way, I can resolve the crisis in the Imperial City first. 

Serves you right for poaching my people. Damn you.” 

Then, he immediately returned to the Nameless Sect and began to cultivate in the Mountain and River 

State Painting. 

With the other party falling into a panic, it was definitely not a problem for him to break through to the 

Martial Monarch Realm. 

However, it was still not enough for him to defeat the other party after he broke through to the Martial 

Monarch Realm. 

There were so many experts in the Hall of Gods, and Zhuge Fei’er was also an expert. 

Moreover, as hot shots, they also had means to fight those at a higher level. If they really fought, it 

would be too uncertain for him. 

It was better for him to let the two parties fight first. Then, he would cultivate and take them down in 

one go when he was almost done cultivating. 

Thinking of this, Lu Xiaoran rolled his eyes and wrote a letter to Ji Wushang. 

… 

A few days later, two figures with chaotic auras rushed into a valley in a corner of the Great Qin Empire. 

The valley was very barren and could be said to be in the middle of nowhere. 

However, after the two of them entered the valley, a grand building complex suddenly appeared in front 

of them. 

The halls there were arranged in rows like spears that stood on the ground and pierced into the clouds. 

On the door of every hall, there was a huge word engraved—God! 

The two of them quickly arrived at the highest hall and landed. 

“Azure Dragon Envoy Zuo Zeyu greets Hall Master!” 

“Greetings, Hall Master.” 

 



An extremely handsome figure was sitting on the steps above the hall. 

Beside him were two King Realm women. 

They looked extremely beautiful, but at this moment, they were all sitting on the thighs of the Hall of 

Gods’ hall master, allowing him to do whatever he wanted. 

The handsome young man swept his gaze over the two of them and could not help but frown when he 

saw their missing arms and legs. 

“The Great Zhou Empire sure is capable. They actually dare to attack my people?” 

Zuo Zeyu immediately said, 

“Reporting to Hall Master, the Great Zhou Empire did not agree. However, the one who attacked us was 

not the Great Zhou Empire.” 

“Hmm?” 

The other party’s eyebrows raised slightly, and his handsome face was somewhat displeased. 

“Since it’s not the Great Zhou Empire, who is it?” 

“It’s the demon beasts. The demon beast from the Primordial Mountain Range. After we were rejected 

in the Great Zhou Imperial City, we were pursued by demon beasts again and again. 

“Originally, we also suspected that the Great Zhou Imperial City was behind this. However, there was no 

lack of Supreme Realm experts among them. There were even two Saint Realm experts. 

“It’s definitely impossible for the Great Zhou Empire to command such a huge group of demon beasts. ” 

“Demon beast? Why would demon beasts attack someone from our Hall of Gods?” 

After a pause, he continued, “However, although I don’t understand why demon beasts are doing this…” 

However, I, Su Chen, can’t watch my subordinates be bullied. Envoys, go and rest first. Each of you will 

receive 100 Saint Realm healing medicinal pills. In a while, I’ll send people to the Primordial Mountain 

Range to take a look. ” 

“Thank you, Hall Master.” 

… 

Three days later, dozens of powerful auras cleansed the demon beasts of the Primordial Mountain 

Range. 

Among these dozens of powerful auras, the weakest was also a King Realm expert. They were led by two 

Saint Realm experts. 

With such a powerful formation, how could the demon beasts of the Primordial Mountain Range resist? 

After a few rounds of light sweeping, the demon beasts of the Primordial Mountain Range suffered 

heavy casualties. 



Of course, in the life and death battle, several King Realm experts from the Hall of Gods also died. 

This battle was won miserably by the Hall of Gods. 

… 

At the same time, a team also arrived at the Great Qin Imperial City from the Great Zhou Imperial City. 

“Your majesty, I, Great Zhou Emperor Ji Wushuang, ask you to help our Great Zhou. The hall master of 

the Hall of Gods, Su Chen, is forcing our Great Zhou Imperial Family to pledge loyalty to him.” 

The Great Zhou Emperor personally pleaded in the Great Qin Imperial City. This immediately caused an 

intense shock. 

The Great Qin Emperor was even more furious about this. 

It had to be known that the Great Zhou Empire was one level lower than the Great Qin Empire. It was 

like the difference between a first-tier sect and a second-tier sect. 

The Hall of Gods was under the management of the Great Qin Empire. 

From this point of view, the Hall of Gods and the Great Zhou Empire were actually on the same level. 

Now, the Hall of Gods wanted to surpass their level to subdue the Great Zhou Imperial Family. 

What did this mean? 

Did the Hall of Gods want to be on equal footing with the Great Qin Empire? 

The Great Qin Empire immediately issued three imperial decrees in a row and ordered Su Chen to come 

to the Imperial City to explain things clearly. 

At this moment, Su Chen was on the big bed in the Hall of Gods, discussing life with the Holy Maiden of 

a nearby first-tier sect. 

Ever since he became the hall master of the Hall of Gods, Su Chen had always gotten the other sects to 

send over Holy Maidens every two to three days. 

 

The more one lacked something, the more they wanted it. 

After experiencing emotional betrayal, he had to enjoy all the women he was not qualified to touch in 

the past. 

It was because he had the Hall of Gods. 

Just as he was enjoying himself, a figure suddenly transmitted from outside the hall. 

“Hall Master, the Great Qin Imperial City has sent an imperial edict. They want Hall Master to rush to the 

Imperial City to confess.” 

As Su Chen maintained the spear along the track, he said casually, “Confess? Confess what?” 

“Hall Master, the Great Zhou Imperial City has reported you to the Qin Emperor.” 



Su Chen’s movements suddenly stopped, and his eyes revealed a cold light. 

“Great Zhou? I’ve underestimated them. They’re quite bold.” 

“Hall Master, then… what should we do now?” 

Su Chen was about to speak when a voice suddenly sounded in his mind. 

Ding… detected that the host has been coerced and has triggered a hidden mission. The host has two 

options. To choose option one, the host needs to refuse to bow down to the Great Qin Emperor and 

establish himself as an emperor. The system will reward the host with ten Martial Monarch Realm 

weapons, one quasi-divine weapon, and ten trillion top-grade spirit stones. 

“To choose option two, go to the Great Qin Imperial City and confess your guilt. Be a good dog and 

permanently unbind the Ultimate Boss System. ” 

The corner of Su Chen’s mouth curled up. 

Since the system had already said so, was there a need to choose? 

He was definitely going to choose option one. 

Damn the Great Qin Imperial City. He now had the ultimate Boss System. Every time he recruited an 

expert, his strength would increase. 

As long as he had twenty Emperor Realm experts, ten Supreme Realm experts, five Saint Realm experts, 

and one Martial Monarch Realm expert, he would be able to successfully step into the Martial Monarch 

Realm. 

He could become a Martial Monarch Realm expert himself! 

Moreover, he had so many experts under him. How could he be willing to lower himself to others? 

In this world, Su Chen will only allow others to kneel to him. There would never be a moment when Su 

Chen would kneel to others. 

“Relay my orders and kill the Great Qin envoy. From today onwards, our Hall of Gods will not belong to 

any faction. The Hall of Gods will be independent and will not be controlled by the Great Qin Empire.” 

“Yes!” 

As soon as Su Chen gave this order, he instantly received a system notification in his mind. 

Ding… congratulations on choosing to rebel. The system has rewarded you with ten Martial Monarch 

Realm weapons. Please take note. The system has rewarded you with a quasi-divine weapon. Please 

take note. The system has rewarded you with 10 billion top-grade spirit stones. Please take note. ‘ 

When the news spread to the Imperial City, the world was shocked. 

No one expected that a nobody like Su Chen would actually dare to openly challenge the Great Qin 

Empire. 



It had to be known that the reason why the Great Qin Empire was known to be so great was because it 

had enough powerful combat strength reserves. As a result, the Great Zhou and other empires had to 

bow down to the Great Qin Empire. 

The difference between the Great Qin Empire and the other empires laid in the strength of their 

ancestors. The other empires basically had Martial Monarch Realm experts as their ancestors. However, 

there were not many of these experts left. In fact, Saint Realm and Martial Monarch Realm experts had 

become rare existences. 

The Great Qin Empire, on the other hand, had existences above the Saint Realm. 

From this exchange, the difference between the two could be seen. 

Therefore, when the news spread to the Imperial City, Ji Wushang was shocked. 

He did not expect Su Chen to be so bold. 

Fortunately, the Great Zhou Empire had been strengthened by Lu Xiaoran back then. If not for Lu 

Xiaoran’s enhancement, the people from the Hall of Gods would probably not have been easily dealt 

with. Once the Great Zhou Empire resisted, the Hall of Gods might have directly killed the entire 

Imperial Family. 

It was also thanks to Lu Xiaoran’s advice that Ji Wushuang went to the Great Qin Imperial City to 

complain. Otherwise, when the experts of the Hall of Gods arrived, the Great Zhou Imperial Family 

would probably still need to be destroyed. 

After all, the Nalan family in the Eternal Forest had only sent a Saint Realm expert and the entire Great 

Zhou Imperial Family was already on the verge of being destroyed. 

… 

At the same time, a large number of figures with majestic auras quietly gathered near the Nameless 

Sect. 

“Tens of thousands of years ago, the beast race reigned supreme on the ground. I didn’t expect that 

after tens of thousands of years, our beast race would actually be attacked to this extent by humans!” 

We have let our ancestors down! ” 

Chapter 235: Coax, Trying Hard To Coax 

“Brother Azure Cow, don’t say that. You’ve all done your best. You’re all heroes who fought for the 

honor of the demon race! You’ll always be the demon race’s eternal pioneers!” 

“Speaking of which, Brother Buttface, you said that you once encountered many treasures left behind by 

ancient humans in this area. Is that true?” 

“Of course it’s true. Anyone who lies to you is a dog.” 

“Brother Buttface, since you’ve said so, we have to believe you this time. Brothers, let’s go.” 

… 



In the Nameless Sect’s Mountain and River State Painting, the aura in Lu Xiaoran’s body kept expanding. 

The spirit energy had already solidified and wrapped him tightly like a huge spirit energy cocoon. 

When the strength condensed to a certain level, the spatial rules around Lu Xiaoran began to become 

chaotic. 

At the same time, large black clouds began to condense in the sky above the Nameless Sect. Lightning 

flashed and thunder roared in the clouds. 

Every time a Martial Monarch Realm expert was about to appear, it would cause a commotion. 

This was because Martial Monarch Realm experts had already surpassed the power of laws and reached 

the peak of this world. 

Finally, when his cultivation broke through to a certain limit, with a furious shout from Lu Xiaoran, the 

spirit energy cocoon suddenly exploded. 

His body emitted endless golden light. 

If not for the protection of the Mountain and River State Painting, this abnormal phenomenon would 

definitely attract the attention of countless people. 

The group of demon beast elders who had just stepped into the Nameless Sect could not help but feel 

their hearts skip a beat when they saw the lightning in the sky. 

“What’s going on? Why did the situation suddenly change?” 

Buttface’s heart trembled. As Lu Xiaoran’s servant, it could naturally sense the change in Lu Xiaoran’s 

cultivation. 

Its master had actually stepped into the Martial Monarch Realm! 

It was too terrifying! 

Its master’s bone age indicated that he was only in his twenties, right? He was not even 30 years old and 

had already become the strongest existence in this world. How monstrous was this? 

Although Buttface had lived ignobly for 6,000 years, it still knew how monstrous Lu Xiaoran’s talent was 

at this moment. 

From the looks of it, it was very likely for its master to break through to that legendary realm in this 

world. 

However, thinking about it, at this moment, it still had to help Lu Xiaoran stabilize these powerful 

demon beast big shots. 

This was a rare combat strength that it had specially helped Lu Xiaoran obtain. How could it let them 

escape? 

Buttface rolled his eyes and immediately said, “Brothers, you might not know this, but this place is often 

like this. When I was cultivating here, I also saw rare treasures appear from time to time. Now that 

there’s lightning and thunder, it’s very likely that a rare treasure has appeared.” 



“Hiss! A rare treasure has appeared!” 

The demon beast elders’ eyes widened when they heard this. 

It had to be known that the cultivation of demon beasts was different from humans. 

Natural demon beasts had cultivation techniques in their bloodlines. If their bloodline was powerful, 

their cultivation techniques would be powerful. If their bloodline was weak, their cultivation techniques 

would be weak. 

This was something that came naturally to them. 

Because of this, the cultivation speed of demon beasts was also extremely constant. 

This was also an important reason why humans gradually surpassed demon beasts. 

This was because humans could choose from different cultivation techniques. At the same time, humans 

also had auxiliary tools like medicinal pills. 

 

However, treasures were different. Not only could natural treasures increase the bloodline of the 

demon beast, but it could also increase the cultivation of the demon beast. 

It was also because of this that many demon beasts would sometimes guard a certain natural treasure 

and wait for it to mature. 

And now, Buttface had told them that natural treasures often appeared here. 

How could they not be excited? 

“Quick, speed up the search for the natural treasures.” 

The demon beast big shots increased their speed. 

In the Mountain and River State Painting, Lu Xiaoran sensed the strength he had after becoming a true 

Martial Monarch Realm expert and could not help but feel relaxed. 

A Martial Monarch Realm expert was indeed powerful. After becoming a Martial Monarch Realm expert, 

he felt that he had become much bolder. Just by shaking hands, he could even affect the surrounding 

power of laws. How powerful was this? 

After the excitement, Lu Xiaoran was originally prepared to see Lige and the others’ cultivation. 

However, he suddenly sensed Buttface’s aura. 

“Why is this dog back?” 

“Eh? Why did it bring so many demon beasts back?” 

Countless array formations had been set up by Lu Xiaoran within a hundred miles of the nameless sect. 

He could immediately sense who was here. 

Out of confusion, he immediately contacted Buttface with his divine sense. 



The Beast Control Divine Art specialized in contacting demon beasts. 

“Buttface, what are you doing?” 

Buttface, who was walking, trembled and immediately replied, “Master, the Primordial Mountain Range 

has been wiped out by the experts of the Hall of Gods, leaving behind these top-notch combat strength. 

I thought that we shouldn’t let them go to waste, so I tricked them in and let Master subdue them.” 

Lu Xiaoran :”…” 

“Won’t your demon heart hurt if you do this?” 

“Of course not. I only have Master in my heart now. I serve Master wholeheartedly.” 

“That’s right. Seeing that you’re so obedient, I’ll give you a bottle of the Martial Monarch Realm Blood 

Pill after this.” 

“Thank you, Master.” 

The Azure Ox Supreme and the other demons in front could not help but frown when they saw that 

Buttface did not move. 

“Brother Buttface, why have you stopped moving?” 

Buttface hurriedly caught up and said, “Sorry, I was just thinking about the location of the ancient cave I 

encountered. I seem to have an impression of it. Brothers, follow me.” 

When the demons heard this, their eyes immediately lit up and they hurriedly followed. 

“Brother Dog is really an honest demon. You don’t even hide a good place like the ancient cave and even 

want to share it with us.” 

“That’s right. Even the humans praise canine demons for being the most loyal. It can be imagined how 

high Brother Dog’s character is.” 

“Damn it, we actually didn’t know what was good for us. We’ve been wasting thousands of years.” 

“From today onwards, we will definitely work together with Brother Buttface.” 

“From now on, Brother Buttface will be my brother.” 

… 

These demon beasts did not doubt Buttface at all because it was a demon beast and was of the same 

race as them. 

The dignity of a demon beast and its desire for freedom was much stronger than any human. 

Lowly humans might submit to demon beasts for benefits or threats. 

However, noble demon beasts would never submit to lowly humans! 

The demons followed Buttface to a nearby cave. 

 



This cave looked ordinary, but it was inexplicably filled with an alluring aura, making these demons feel 

excited. 

“This aura is so pure. It’s the Emperor Hidden Snow Lotus. When I was young, I was lucky enough to see 

a petal treasured by a demon big shot. What a dense aura! There’s definitely more than one petal 

inside.” 

“Not only that, but there’s also a lot of pure aura.” 

“Quick, go in. This must be the treasure vault of an ancient big shot.” 

When the demons rushed in in public, their eyes immediately widened. 

“Damn!” 

The demon beasts did not have a high-level culture like humans and did not have a large vocabulary. 

At this moment, when they saw the rare treasures in this cave, other than cursing, they did not know 

how else to describe their feelings. 

“Brother Condor, look, it’s the Emperor Hidden Snow Lotus. It’s really the Emperor Hidden Snow Lotus! 

Hahaha… we’re rich! We’re rich!” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle glanced at the Earth Tiger Bear beside it in extreme disdain. 

“Look at you. Do you only have eyes for the Emperor Hidden Snow Lotus? Didn’t you see the Saint 

Realm pills in this cave?” 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape sneered. 

“Ignorant! You were only focused on looking at the medicinal pills. Did you not see that there are so 

many Martial Monarch Realm weapons here?” 

The demon beasts were silent for a moment before saying, “We can’t use human Martial Monarch 

Realm weapons. What’s the use of them?” 

“Hehe… you guys are too narrow-minded. This is a Martial Monarch Realm weapon. Although we can’t 

use it, don’t forget that we can detonate the Martial Monarch Realm weapon in battle. Just imagine, the 

detonation of a Martial Monarch Realm weapon is equivalent to an attack at the Martial Monarch 

Realm.” 

“Hiss ~! Brother Ape is right.” 

Taking advantage of the demon beasts’ shock, Buttface had already begun to quietly eat behind. 

Usually, its master would only give it medicinal pills when he was in a good mood. 

However, today, it took advantage of its master’s trap to eat more. 

Hehehe… No matter what, it had to take the opportunity to receive the benefits of its hard work. 

Just as the demon beasts were discussing, the Azure Ox Supreme’s bull eyes inadvertently swept over a 

few medicinal pills. Immediately, its eyes widened. 



“Heavens! Look! Look! It’s a Martial Monarch Realm medicinal pill! It’s a human Martial Monarch Realm 

medicinal pill!” 

The other demon beasts immediately looked at the Martial Monarch Realm medicinal pill and were 

collectively dumbfounded. 

They were already shocked speechless. 

“Heavens, a Martial Monarch Realm medicinal pill. It’s actually a Martial Monarch Realm medicinal pill!” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle was so excited that tears streamed down its face. 

“God bless our demon race! God bless our demon race! With these treasures, how can the demon race 

of our Primordial Mountain Range not rise?” 

“That’s right. We can use these medicinal pills to break through to the Saint Realm or even the Martial 

Monarch Realm! Once we break through and work together, won’t all the humans in the world kneel 

and call us father?” 

“We’re rich! Quick, take all these medicinal pills away. Don’t leave a single one behind.” 

“Yes!” 

Buttface could not help but ridicule secretly, 

“A bunch of idiots. Why aren’t you eating after seeing so many good things? Why are you still 

exclaiming? Is there something wrong with your brains? When Master comes later, I’m afraid you won’t 

even be able to get anything.” 

Indeed, just as the demon beasts were about to start eating, an extremely powerful aura suddenly 

appeared at the entrance of the cave. 

“What are you guys doing in my cave?” 

The sudden aura and cold voice instantly made the demon beasts extremely nervous. 

“Damn it, it’s actually a human!” 

“Quick, attack together and kill him!” 

Chapter 236: Huge Increase in Strength 

Almost in an instant, the demon beasts erupted with all their aura in an attempt to resist Lu Xiaoran. 

How powerful was the combined strength of several Supreme Realm experts? 

Because this aura was too powerful, several cracks directly appeared in the entire cave. 

This was only the aura. It was not even their attack. 

One could imagine how powerful their spirit energy attack would be. 

However, just as the few demon experts were about to attack, Lu Xiaoran also released his aura. 

Boom! 



Just a trace of aura instantly made the souls of the demon big shots tremble. It was as if a huge nuclear 

bomb had been thrown into their souls. 

The air immediately became deathly silent. 

The demon beast Supreme Realm martial artists who were filled with righteous indignation just now had 

completely lost their fighting spirit at this moment. They stared at Lu Xiaoran. 

Martial Monarch Realm expert? 

Was there a mistake? 

The other party was actually a Martial Monarch Realm expert! 

How were they supposed to fight? 

The other party could probably directly kill all of them with a single thought, right? 

Buttface hurriedly stuffed a bottle of medicinal pills into its mouth. It did not have the time to chew 

them and swallowed them quickly. Then, it quickly rushed towards Lu Xiaoran. 

“Brothers, let’s fight him to the death!” 

As soon as it finished speaking, Lu Xiaoran swept his gaze over, and an invisible power of laws instantly 

sent Buttface flying. 

Boom! 

Buttface brushed past the demons and smashed fiercely into the wall behind it, creating a huge pit. 

The other demon beasts were immediately shocked. 

Too powerful! 

As expected of a Martial Monarch Realm expert, just a glance from the other party was enough to send 

the Supreme Realm Buttface flying. Even if all of them went up, they would probably still not be able to 

withstand a single slap. 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape secretly transmitted its voice, “Brothers, didn’t we just say that we 

wanted to share our blessings and difficulties with Brother Buttface? Now that Brother Buttface has 

been beaten, how can we sit idly by?” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle was silent for a moment before transmitting its voice. 

“If you have the ability, go and avenge him! That’s a Martial Monarch Realm expert! A Martial Monarch 

Realm expert! Even if all of us gather together and self-destruct, it’s impossible for us to injure him at 

all.” 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape :”…” 

“Boss Ox, what should we do now?” 

The Azure Ox Supreme’s eyes flickered incessantly. 



“What else can we do? The other party is a Martial Monarch Realm expert. At this point, we have no 

other choice. We can only sacrifice ourselves to protect the group! Brothers, I’ll take care of him. You 

guys leave.” 

“Boss Ox!” 

The demons could not help but feel a trace of sadness. 

The few of them had cultivated together for thousands of years and had an extremely deep relationship. 

They did not expect that they would one day be separated from each other. 

Boss Ox slowly stepped forward and walked towards Lu Xiaoran. 

That broad back looked even more tragic under the narrow light of the cave entrance. 

Finally, it arrived beside Lu Xiaoran. 

The hearts of the demons rose to their throats. 

Would Boss Ox be instantly killed by the other party like Buttface? 

 

However! 

At this moment, Boss Ox’s knees suddenly bent and it knelt in front of Lu Xiaoran with a bang. 

Because it used too much strength, a huge pit even appeared in the ground. Cracks spread in all 

directions like a spider web. 

Then, it lowered its arrogant head and made a bowing posture. 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape :”…” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle :”…” 

The Earth Tiger Bear :”…” 

The three demons instantly collapsed. 

“Boss Ox, are you crazy? How can you acknowledge a human as your master?” 

“Boss Ox, you have the Azure Ox bloodline among our demon race! You’re a demon comparable to a 

ninth level Supreme Realm human! Where’s your demon dignity?” 

“Boss Ox, you’re a traitor to our demon race! Do you think he will forgive you just because you’re like 

this? He won’t at all! Humans have never been sympathetic to demon beasts.” 

However, just as the three demons roared, Lu Xiaoran smiled and said, “Originally, I would have 

definitely killed you for barging into my cave. However, since you’re willing to acknowledge me as your 

master, I’m not an unreasonable person. Alright, I’ll take you in as my slave.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lu Xiaoran used the Beast Control Divine Art and shot out a drop of 

blood essence to subdue Boss Ox. 



The three demons were immediately speechless. 

Boss Ox seemed to have taken advantage of the situation and muttered like a pet trying to please its 

master. 

If it became Lu Xiaoran’s servant, it would lose its freedom. However, if it did not become Lu Xiaoran’s 

servant, it would definitely be beaten to death. 

After, hadn’t Buttface been sent flying after the other party threw a single glance over? 

Moreover, there was another extremely important matter. 

It had the Azure Ox bloodline. Compared to other demon beasts, it had more materials to use. 

For example, its skin was the best material and could be used to make Saint Realm or even low-grade 

Martial Monarch Realm armor. 

Its flesh was edible and tasted rather tender and delicious to humans. 

Its bones could cook soup and refine pills. 

Its organs could be made into delicious dishes. They also had magical effects. 

If it fell into Lu Xiaoran’s hands, it would definitely be several times more tragic than the other demon 

beasts. 

It would be skinned and skinned… Its private part would even be skewered. It would be too painful. 

Compared to this, it would rather become a servant. 

Moreover, the other party was a Martial Monarch Realm expert, so it did not lose out. 

However, the three demons quickly mocked again. 

“Azure Ox, you shameless thing. In order to survive, you actually tried to please a human!” 

“Just you wait. Even if you suck up to him, he won’t let you off. In the end, you’ll only be his slave. When 

you charge into the enemy line and become his cannon fodder, you’ll regret it.” 

As they were mocking, the demons saw Lu Xiaoran take out two Martial Monarch Realm Blood Pills and 

stuff them into the Azure Ox’s mouth. 

“Since you’re so obedient, I’ll give you some medicinal pills. As long as you’re obedient, you can eat 

medicinal pills every day in the future.” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle :”…” 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape :”…” 

The Earth Tiger Bear :”…” 

… 

A moment later, Buttface recovered from his dizziness. 



It could not help but slander in its heart. “Master is really too ruthless. He doesn’t treat me as a human 

at all.” 

However, there was nothing it could do about it. After all, the other party was its master and it was only 

a servant. 

It still had to cooperate and keep up the act. 

Thinking of this, it roared and shattered the surrounding rocks before rushing out of the cave. 

“Charge! Demon beasts will never be slaves! For the dignity of demon beasts, for that noble freedom, 

we’ll fight him to the death. Follow behind me and pay attention to your…” 

 

Before it could finish speaking, four powerful auras had already bombarded Buttface at the same time. 

Boom! 

A powerful force blasted Buttface into the cave again. 

Fortunately, the strength of four Supreme Realm martial artists was not comparable to a single glance 

from Lu Xiaoran. This time, Buttface did not faint and instead limped out. 

“Brothers, why did you injure me?” 

Boss Ox chewed on the medicinal pills noisily and said vaguely, 

“Buttface, please pay attention to your tone. We’re not that close. Please don’t call me brother.” 

“That’s right. We’re already Master’s servants. If you attack Master, you’ll make an enemy of us.” 

Buttface :”…” 

They surrendered just like that? 

Was there a mistake? 

It was prepared to put on an entire show, which included being generous and fighting 300 rounds. 

In the end, before it could start acting, Boss Ox and the others actually surrendered. 

Where was the ambition of these demon big shots? 

Did they not care about their dignity? Did they not care about their righteousness? 

Was freedom no longer good, or was the hope of becoming a Martial Monarch Realm demon beast 

worthless? 

At this moment, as they looked at the shocked Buttface, the Azure Ox, and the other demons, they 

erupted with his strength again. 

“Buttface, you have two choices now. Either you become Master’s demon servant like us, or we can only 

send you on your way.” 



The few demon experts had already decided that they would either drag Buttface down with them or kill 

him. 

Otherwise, if it went out to talk nonsense and ruin their reputation, the few of them would be the 

shame of the entire demon race. 

It was even possible that they would be killed by those top-notch existences of the demon race! 

That would really be the end. 

Seeing that the few demon beasts that it used to be brothers with were about to attack it in the blink of 

an eye, Buttface could not help but slander in its heart, 

“What superficial brothers.” 

However, although it was slandering, it did not want to be beaten again. Therefore, it immediately 

raised its hooves and surrendered. 

“Don’t hit me. I want to be like you guys and acknowledge him as my master.” 

Hearing this, the demon beasts immediately heaved a sigh of relief. 

Now, they did not have to worry about their embarrassing matters being exposed. 

… 

When the dust settled, everything returned to calm. 

The few Supreme Realm demon beasts were all raised in the back of the mountain by Lu Xiaoran. 

Seeing that Lu Xiaoran was not around, the Golden-Winged Eagle finally whispered, 

“Boss Ox, are you really willing to be this human’s demon servant?” 

Boss Ox lay on the grass and stuffed a medicinal pill into its mouth. 

“Of course I’m unwilling, but there’s nothing we can do. After all, you also know that his strength is too 

powerful. He’s far from someone we can deal with.” 

After a pause, Boss Ox’s words suddenly changed. 

“However, this doesn’t mean that we’ve really become his slaves. We can still completely turn the 

situation around. Thinking about it carefully, he has a lot of medicinal pills and natural treasures. We can 

eat them first and then pretend to serve him. When he’s killed one day, won’t we be free?” 

The three demons’ eyes immediately lit up. 

“Impressive! Really impressive!” 

“As expected of Boss Ox!” 

“Hmph! Stupid humans. They thought that they had taken us in as slaves, but they never expected that 

we’re only staying for his medicinal pills. Hehe…” 



Not far away, Buttface could not help but shake its head as it watched Boss Ox and the other three 

demons discuss passionately while shamelessly stuffing medicinal pills into their mouths. 

They were still too young! 

Thinking back, there once was a dog who had the same thoughts as them. 

Chapter 237: Automated Divine Technique 

On Lu Xiaoran’s side, after finishing the matter of subduing the demon beasts, he immediately began to 

calculate his strength. 

Lige… 

Ji Wuxia’s cultivation had already reached the perfected eighth level of the Emperor Realm. As the 

divine soul in her body became more and more formed, her cultivation speed also increased day by day. 

He estimated that she would soon reach the Supreme Realm. 

Fang Tianyuan was already at the second level of the Supreme Realm. 

Zhuge Ziqiong was already at the peak of the tenth level of the Emperor Realm and could step into the 

Supreme Realm at any time. 

Li Changsheng and Song Xinian were both very hardworking. Now, they had already reached the tenth 

level of the Supreme Realm and were only a step away from becoming Saint Realm experts. 

Song Xinian had already caught up to Li Changsheng. According to a conservative estimate, Song Xinian 

would break through to the Saint Realm first. 

However, it did not matter. This was because no matter who broke through first, Lu Xiaoran would still 

be rewarded in the end. 

In this way, there was also the ninth level Supreme Realm Boss Ox, the seventh level Supreme Realm 

Golden-Armed Divine Ape, the Earth Tiger Bear, and the fifth level Supreme Realm Golden-Winged 

Eagle. 

He had quite a lot of usable combat strength. 

As for Buttface… well… it was barely at the first level of the Supreme Realm. 

However, Buttface could not use a Martial Monarch Realm weapon. The cultivation technique in its 

bloodline was also inferior to a Martial Monarch Realm cultivation technique. 

Therefore, strictly speaking, it could not fight those at a higher level. Its true combat strength was 

inferior to Ji Wuxia. 

Forget it. In the future, it would stay behind with Lige to take care of the sect. 

Just as he finished calculating, a figure quickly approached from outside the Nameless Sect. 

That was the secret informant of the Great Zhou Empire who was in charge of delivering information to 

Lu Xiaoran every day. 



Lu Xiaoran tapped his foot and his body instantly disappeared from his spot. 

At this moment, chaos was imminent. Any information was especially important. 

The Azure Ox and the other demons strolled around the mountain gate and quickly arrived at the 

entrance. 

After all, the Nameless Sect was really too small. It was not even as big as the previous Zhishui Peak. It 

was only a small hill a few hundred meters long. 

As Supreme Realm demons, even if they were just casually wandering around, they could still reach the 

entrance in a few breaths. 

The few demons looked at their master at the foot of the mountain who was chatting with a human. 

“Eh, what is Master saying to that human?” 

“I don’t know. It’s probably some matters between humans. However, speaking of which, looking at 

Master from so far away, I wonder if you guys have a feeling that you’ve seen Master’s figure 

somewhere before.” 

“I have to say, I really do feel that way. Previously, he was standing too close for me to sense it. Now 

that Master is far away, I feel like I’ve seen him somewhere before.” 

Old Tie, who was in charge of guarding the mountain gate, swept his gaze over the few demons. Every 

one of them was a Supreme Realm expert, making him feel deep veneration. 

“Greetings, seniors.” 

The Azure Ox and the other demons swept their gazes over it. 

“A Martial Monarch Realm weapon that became a demon? How rare and powerful.” 

Demon beasts had always been born from wombs. It was pretty rare to see demons that were born 

from absorbing the essence of the sun and moon for tens of thousands of years. 

“Seniors, you’re too kind. Although I’m a Martial Monarch Realm weapon that has become a demon, I 

have been unable to unlock my full potential. Therefore, even now, after receiving Master’s guidance, I 

can still only unleash the strength of a Supreme Realm expert.” 

“It’s fine. I have a cultivation technique here. It also belongs to a weapon demon big shot like you. 

However, this big shot has already ascended to the God Realm. Take this cultivation technique and 

cultivate it.” 

The Ancient Bronze Hall trembled and immediately said, “Is… is this really alright? Isn’t this too 

precious?” 

“It doesn’t matter. In any case, it’s useless in my hands. Moreover, it’s more or less useful in your hands. 

We’re all demons and servants under the same master. It’s not a problem for us to support each other.” 

 

“Senior, I’m extremely grateful for your kindness.” 



“It’s just a small matter.” 

“No, this might be an insignificant matter to you seniors, but to me, it’s a huge good thing! At the very 

least, if it were Buttface, he definitely wouldn’t do such a thing.” 

The Azure Ox and the other demons were immediately stunned. 

“Who are you talking about?” 

“Buttface! The one who returned with you this morning. The one with the Qilin bloodline.” 

“You knew him long ago?” 

“Not just long ago… Speaking of which, it can be considered to be our boss. This is because it’s the first 

demon pet Master has subdued.” 

Boss Ox :”…” 

The Golden-Winged Eagle :”…” 

The Golden-Armed Divine Ape :”…” 

The Earth Tiger Bear :”…” 

At this moment, the air was somewhat silent. 

“Seniors… What’s wrong? Did I say something wrong?” 

“It’s fine. We’ll go and chat with Buttface. Continue to guard your mountain gate.” 

“Alright. Take care, seniors.” 

When the four demons turned around, the Ancient Bronze Hall could not help but ask in confusion, 

“Strange, is it my imagination? Why do I feel that their expressions turned ugly.” 

In fact, the expressions of the few big shots were indeed very ugly. They even felt the urge of killing a 

certain someone. 

No, the urge of killing a certain dog. 

This damn Buttface had actually been scamming them from the beginning to the end and had been 

putting on an act. 

No wonder they felt that their master’s back was familiar from afar. 

It turned out that they had really seen it before. Wasn’t their master the one who was chasing after 

Butfface when they saved Buttface? 

This traitor of the demon race was the shame of their entire race! 

In the past, they had always thought that dogs were the most honest and down-to-earth existences. 

Only now did they know that there was nothing worse than a dog in this world. 



From then on, they could no longer look at canine demons seriously. 

The few demons arrived at the back of the mountain. Buttface was lying on the grass and sleeping 

soundly. It felt a strange feeling beside it and could not help but rub its eyes and look up. 

As soon as it opened its eyes, its gaze met the few demons. 

Sensing the killing intent in the eyes of the few demons, Buttface was instantly stunned and revealed a 

panic expression. 

“Brothers, what… what’s the matter?” 

The Azure Ox let out a low roar. 

“Buttface, do you think you’re really smart? Do you think we’re stupid?” 

“Ah?” 

Buttface was stunned before shaking its tail and smiling awkwardly. 

“Look at what Brother Niu is saying. My admiration for the few of you is like a surging river. How can I 

look down on you?” 

“Alright, we’ve decided to resist Master and prepare to escape from here. We’re prepared to let you 

take the lead. Take a stand first and swear to the heavens.” 

 

Buttface’s heart skipped a beat. 

“Ah? It’s not that serious, right? We eat and drink well here. Why should we leave?” 

If it really swore to the heavens, it would be finished. 

The higher the cultivation of a person or demon beast, the more effective their oath was. If it swore and 

did not attack Lu Xiaoran, it would definitely be punished by the heavens. 

“Hmph! You don’t dare?” 

“No… I just don’t think it’s necessary. The beast race shouldn’t be slaves, but this place provides food 

and accommodation. What’s wrong with that?” 

“Damn! This bastard is still pretending? Brothers, beat it up!” 

“You damn dog, how dare you lie to us. Brothers, beat it to death.” 

“Pull its hind legs apart and let me show it what a Poison Dragon Drill is!” 

… 

At the foot of the mountain, Lu Xiaoran, who had just received a report, suddenly heard a heart-

wrenching scream from the mountain gate, making him unable to help but be slightly stunned. 

“Eh, why does this voice sound so much like Buttface?” 



However, soon, after sensing the mental strength of the few demons through the Beast Control Divine 

Art, he silently sealed the perception of the Beast Control Divine Art. 

“Forget it, it’s good to let them vent. Otherwise, if they bear a grudge against me, it won’t be easy for 

them to work for me in the future.” 

Shaking his head, Lu Xiaoran immediately entered the Mountain and River State Painting and opened 

the gift boxes produced by the few of his disciples. 

Top-grade God Realm… top-grade God Realm… top-grade God Realm… 

Basically, they were all top-grade God Realm weapons and divine pills. 

Lu Xiaoran’s Mountain and River State Painting was already filled. 

He really did not care about these things. 

However, just as he was opening gift bags, he suddenly received a strange item. 

Divine Dao True Intent x1. 

The Divine Dao True Intent could increase a God Realm cultivation technique to an automated divine 

technique. It was an existence above the God Realm. 

The automated divine technique had an unbelievable strength. It could completely fuse the cultivation 

technique into one’s body and bloodline. There was no need to circulate it manually and it could 

circulate on its own permanently. 

“How powerful!” 

To be honest, even a God Realm cultivation technique had to be circulated in the body. 

Although the circulation speed was already very fast, perhaps less than 0.001 seconds, it still had a limit. 

Moreover, the higher one’s cultivation level was, the faster and stronger their combat speed would be. 

A small difference in time often resulted in a huge impact on the outcome. 

Perhaps that difference of 0.001 will cost one his life, causing him to die without a burial place. 

However, when Lu Xiaoran was in high spirits and wanted to upgrade and learn the automated divine 

technique, he accidentally discovered that he could not cultivate the automated divine technique now. 

The automated divine technique cultivation could only be cultivated after reaching the God Realm. 

This made Lu Xiaoran very speechless. 

However, Lu Xiaoran quickly adjusted his mentality. 

In any case, he would be able to cultivate it sooner or later. On this continent, everyone cultivated 

Martial Monarch Realm cultivation techniques anyway. There might be very few hot shots who had the 

chance to cultivate God Realm cultivation techniques, but no one cultivated automated divine 

techniques. 

Therefore, he did not have to worry at all that others would surpass him. 



After settling the gift box, Lu Xiaoran finally summoned Yun Lige and the others. 

This was because he had just obtained some new information. 

It was information about the hot shots. 

Chapter 238: Interception 

It was a chance to kill a hot shot. 

… 

Soon, everyone arrived beside Lu Xiaoran. 

“Greetings, Master.” 

“There’s no need to be so polite. I called you over this time for no other reason than to give you a new 

mission.” 

“Please tell us, Master.” 

“Kill Zhuge Fei’er.” 

Everyone’s bodies trembled, especially Zhuge Ziqiong. She could not believe her ears. 

“Master! Is what you said true?” 

Lu Xiaoran nodded. 

“Currently, Su Chen from the Hall of Gods is already fighting the Great Qin Empire. The Great Qin Empire 

has summoned Zhuge Fei’er to rush back to the Great Qin Empire. This is a good opportunity for us. 

“We can kill her on her way back. 

“Now, the Great Qin Empire cannot even take care of itself. The flames of war were everywhere, and 

they did not have the time to care about her at all. In other words, she will not be able to get any 

reinforcements now. 

“Once we miss this opportunity and let her return to the Great Qin Empire, it will be very difficult for us 

to kill her in the future, when she has the protection of a Martial Monarch Realm expert like the Great 

Qin Emperor. ” 

Everyone nodded. 

“In that case, Master, please tell us about the mission.” 

“Alright, I’ll bring you guys to the vicinity of the Primordial Mountain Range in a while. Lige, Wuxia, the 

two of you are in charge of setting up array formations on the Primordial Mountain Range. Focus on 

setting up detection-type array formations and make sure they are densely placed. Set them on both 

sides along the Primordial Mountain Range and set up more than five layers.” 

Lu Xiaoran knew that his disciples’ cultivation could no longer keep up with Zhuge Fei’er. 



This was because he was not sure if Zhuge Fei’er was a Saint Realm expert or a Martial Monarch Realm 

expert. 

Moreover, even if she was a Saint Realm expert, as a hot shot, Zhuge Fei’er was definitely capable of 

killing enemies at a higher level. 

Therefore, neither Li Changsheng nor Song Xinian was qualified to kill her. After all, the two of them had 

just reached the tenth level of the Supreme Realm. 

The two of them had no chance, let alone the others. 

“Changsheng, Xinian, Tianyuan, the three of you are in charge of killing Zhuge Fei’er’s subordinates. 

Zhuge Fei’er has four capable subordinates, the four heavenly kings, under her.” 

“Currently, they have already gathered by her side. The three of you will be in charge of one each. You 

have to kill them all and not let a single one of them escape. This is because I don’t want the news of 

you killing Zhuge Fei’er to spread in a short period of time.” 

“Master, what about the other one?” 

Yun Lige could not help but ask. 

Lu Xiaoran smiled calmly. 

“When you guys were cultivating, I subdued some Supreme Realm demon beasts. I’ll leave the last one 

to the few of them.” 

Lu Xiaoran had already decided to let the Azure Ox and the other three deal with one of Zhuge Fei’er’s 

last subordinates. 

In this way, none of the four heavenly kings under Zhuge Fei’er could escape. 

As for the other small fries, it was even simpler. He would leave them all to Buttface. 

It was perfect to let it eat all of Zhuge Fei’er’s small fries. 

“Master, what about me?” 

Zhuge Ziqiong was somewhat anxious. 

Zhuge Fei’er was originally her old enemy. In the end, her master had arranged duties for everyone but 

did not arrange anything for her. This made her somewhat flustered. 

Although she knew that she was no match for Zhuge Fei’er, she still wanted her to contribute in this 

battle. 

 

In that case, she would more or less be at ease. 

Otherwise, this would become a knot in her heart for the rest of her life. 

Lu Xiaoran smiled mysteriously. 



“Don’t worry, I’ll definitely arrange something for you. Zhuge Fei’er is your old enemy. I won’t let you 

stay behind even it means leaving everything out of this mission.” 

Zhuge Ziqiong nodded, her gratitude obvious. 

She knew that she might not be able to help much. Her master only asked her to help because he cared 

for her. 

After all, that was Zhuge Fei’er, a dignified battle god! 

However, Lu Xiaoran was not only doing this because he cared about Zhuge Ziqiong. 

From the first time he saw Zhuge Ziqiong, he already understood why Zhuge Fei’er had placed Zhuge 

Ziqiong in an extremely cold place and turned her into a zombie instead of burning her bones and 

scattering her ashes. 

It could be said that only Zhuge Ziqiong could kill Zhuge Fei’er. 

After instructing the battle plan, Lu Xiaoran took out a pile of Martial Monarch Realm weapons. 

Other than Song Xinian, everyone else was used to this. 

Only Song Xinian’s face could not help but twitch fiercely. 

These were Martial Monarch Realm weapons! 

A grand Martial Monarch Realm weapon was actually worthless in front of his master. How could he not 

be shocked? 

However, thinking about it carefully, the other party was still his master. The more powerful the other 

party was, the better it was for him. 

“As usual, each of you will get two. No, the enemies we’re dealing with this time are much stronger. 

Therefore, each of you will get three sets of Martial Monarch Realm armor. Put on thicker ones. No one 

needs to die. Although I can revive you, it will take a long time for me to do so. Moreover, it will also 

delay everyone’s overall cultivation progress and arrangements.” 

“Understood.” 

“In addition, each of you will be given two combat Martial Monarch Realm weapons and a Martial 

Monarch Realm Core Pill. In any case, there’s only one goal. That is to kill Zhuge Fei’er and her 

subordinates with all your strength. Don’t let a single one of them go.” 

“Understood!” 

“Alright! Let’s go!” 

Lu Xiaoran immediately led the disciples away. 

Zhuge Ziqiong muttered in her heart, “It’s been a hundred thousand years, Zhuge Fei’er. I’m back.” 

With Lu Xiaoran using the Heaven-Breaking Shuttle., it only took a few breaths for them to reach the 

vicinity of the Primordial Mountain Range hundreds of thousands of kilometers away. 



Therefore, everyone quickly arrived. 

Everyone wore the coats, cloaks, and masks Lu Xiaoran made, except for the demon beasts. 

Buttface walked with a limp and its tail between his legs. Lu Xiaoran could clearly see that it was 

somewhat swollen. 

In order to ensure that the battle went smoothly, he still got Yun Lige to use the Azure Thearch 

Longevity Art to repair its injuries. 

Then, everyone set off and ambushed according to their predetermined trajectories. 

After everyone left, Yun Lige could not help but sigh. 

“I didn’t expect the two of us to be the ones to set up array formations now. Things have really 

changed!” 

“The so-called ‘every generation is stronger than the last’ is probably referring to the two of us, right?” 

Ji Wuxia could not help but say, “Not entirely. Strictly speaking, Master might be afraid that you won’t 

be able to handle it, so he got me to work with you.” 

Yun Lige was silent for a moment. 

“Let’s stop being friends.” 

“Sure. Before we do, Senior Brother, please return the divine beast egg you borrowed from me last 

time.” 

Previously, Lu Xiaoran had gotten a few divine beast eggs from the gift bags. Other than giving one to 

Lige, he had given the rest to his other disciples. 

This was also why everyone’s strength increased so quickly. 

Because Ji Wuxia was comprehending the Martial Dao and breaking through to a new level at that time, 

Yun Lige took the opportunity to borrow her divine beast egg first. In the future, when his master 

distributed new divine beast eggs, he would give it back to her. 

 

Hearing that Ji Wuxia wanted her divine beast egg back, Yun Lige was silent for a moment. 

His master did not have many divine beast eggs. It took him a long time to get one or two. 

As long as he obtained one, he would directly eat it and never keep it. Where was he supposed to find a 

divine beast egg now? 

“Actually, I think Junior Sister is right. My attainments in array formations are indeed insufficient. I’ll rely 

on Junior Sister to set up the array formation this time.” 

“When will you return my divine beast egg to me?” 

“Eh, Junior Sister, your hairstyle today is very unique. It’s so beautiful.” 



“When will you return my divine beast egg to me?” 

“Junior Sister, what rouge powder did you use? Your skin is too good. It’s so delicate. You should let me 

know. This way, when I find my Dao mate in the future, I can also let her use it.” 

“I want my divine beast egg.” 

“Junior Sister, actually, Senior Brother has been hiding a secret for many years. I… have liked you for a 

long time.” 

“If you like me, give me back my divine beast egg!” 

“Junior Sister, if you keep acting like this, it won’t be cute anymore.” 

… 

As time passed, dark clouds gradually began to gather in the sky. 

After receiving the orders of the Great Qin Emperor, Zhuge Fei’er, who was quickly returning to the 

Great Qin Empire, suddenly frowned. 

“It’s about to rain.” 

The man beside her smiled and consoled, 

“Lord Asura, don’t worry. We’re all martial artists. Even if it rains, it won’t rain on us.” 

Zhuge Fei’er shook her head. 

“That’s not what I meant. I just feel that something is wrong.” 

“Master Asura, did you not rest well last night? Don’t worry. The four heavenly kings of our Battle God 

Army: Dongfang Rentu, Nansun Liuli, Beitang Yu, and Ouyang Han are all here. Moreover, with you here, 

who dares to cause trouble?” 

“Even if the other party has the guts of a bear or a leopard, he wouldn’t dare to come. Unless he’s crazy 

and tired of living.” 

Zhuge Fei’er did not respond. She only frowned and said, “I hope I’m just thinking too much.” 

After a pause, she continued, “Speaking of which, did you find Zhuge Ziqiong?” 

“Not yet. However, I arranged for some Beast Speakers to communicate with the beasts in that valley 

and obtained some information.” 

It seemed that two men had taken Zhuge Ziqiong away. 

One of them mainly focused on the Sword Dao, and the other could release a golden giant phantom. 

The two of them have very powerful cultivation. ” 

Zhuge Fei’er narrowed her eyes slightly. 

If Zhuge Ziqiong had come out of seclusion because of her cultivation, she would not be too worried. 



However, if someone had saved her, she would have to think twice. 

Only she and her trusted aides knew where Zhuge Ziqiong was buried. 

What she wanted was for Zhuge Ziqiong to never be able to reincarnate. 

It was definitely impossible for anyone else to know. 

If the other party had gone there specifically to save her, could the other party be… targeting her? 

However, even if the other party was targeting her, she was not afraid. 

Zhuge Fei’er, the grand Asura of the Great Qin Empire and the commander of the Battle God Army, was 

extremely powerful. 

How could she be afraid of ordinary people? 

However, she had placed something on Zhuge Ziqiong. That thing was very important to her. 

She was only worried that she would lose that thing. 

If that was the case, the plan that she had prepared for more than 200 years would be ruined. 

Chapter 239: Zhuge Fei’er’s Grievance 

Boom! 

At this moment, thunder rumbled. A moment later, rain fell. 

Zhuge Fei’er raised her eyebrows. 

The rain was filled with the smell of blood. 

Almost everyone present was experienced in the battlefield and was especially familiar with this smell. 

“Spread out!” 

Almost in an instant, Zhuge Fei’er gave the order. Everyone instantly disappeared from their spots. In 

the next moment, a dazzling light suddenly erupted from their spots. 

Boom! 

A mushroom cloud rose from the ground and rushed into the sky. 

The shock wave swept out, causing the ground in a radius of hundreds of kilometers to explode 

endlessly. 

“Enemy attack! Be vigilant.” 

In the sky, a cold wind blew, and Lu Xiaoran directly became chaotic in the clouds. 

He looked at Song Xinian beside him in confusion and said, “Why did you throw the Martial Monarch 

Realm Core Pill?” 



Song Xinian touched his head and said in confusion, “I was thinking that since the attack power of the 

Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill is comparable to an ordinary attack of a Martial Monarch Realm 

expert, we can just throw them out. If we can directly kill a portion of them, it will be very beneficial for 

us!” 

“Are you a fool? In that case, wouldn’t it be fine if I just threw out a large pile of Martial Monarch Realm 

Core Pills? Would I still need to study tactics?” 

“The activation of the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill required time. As long as one’s strength was 

above the King Realm, their perception would be extraordinary. They would be able to sense danger far 

before the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill detonated. 

“Moreover, there’s a group of Supreme Realm, Martial Monarch Realm, and even Martial Monarch 

Realm experts below. Other than alerting the enemy, what’s the use of throwing the Martial Monarch 

Realm Core Pill?” 

The correct way to use the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill was usually to use it when the enemy was 

severely injured or when the enemy was very close. 

Because Lu Xiaoran had put on three layers of Martial Monarch Realm armor for his disciples, when he 

detonated the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill at a close distance, he could almost completely avoid 

the damage of the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill. 

This was the true use of the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill. 

In the end, Song Xinian directly used a Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill. Not only did he not kill anyone, 

but he also alerted the enemy and let them know that they had Martial Monarch Realm Core Pills. 

How idiotic was this? 

Oh, it was not that none of them were killed. At the very least, a few horses were killed. 

However… this seem to have made Song Xinian seem even more idiotic. 

“Alright, cut the crap. Get down quickly and don’t let anyone escape.” 

Wang Cai’s voice sounded in Lu Xiaoran’s ear. 

“Master, please kill the hot shot. There will be a reward.” 

Clearly, Wang Cai had already sensed that Zhuge Fei’er had already begun to take action. 

Below, Zhuge Fei’er stood a hundred meters away. No matter how the shock wave flowed past her, it 

was unable to injure her at all. 

The four heavenly kings were gathered beside her. There was also the man who had been following her. 

As for the other attendants, their speed was not fast, so they had yet to approach. However, they were 

also quickly arriving. 

“Could this attack be from a Martial Monarch Realm expert?” 



“It’s not a Martial Monarch Realm expert. The attack power of a true Martial Monarch Realm expert 

wouldn’t be so inferior. This can at most be considered a normal attack of a Martial Monarch Realm 

expert.” 

“It’s a Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill.” 

After Zhuge Fei’er explained, everyone immediately stopped discussing, but their expressions were even 

more solemn. 

“Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill! There’s actually such a medicinal pill? It’s rumored that this is refined 

from the ashes of a Martial Monarch Realm expert. It contains an extremely powerful force.” 

“Looks like the other party has ill intentions.” 

As soon as they finished speaking, several figures suddenly fell from the sky. 

The other party did not waste his breath at all and directly attacked. They directly attacked with 

hundreds of moves. 

 

Zhuge Fei’er’s expression changed as she said sternly, 

“Spread out.” 

As for her, she directly slashed out. 

The saber beam quickly spread, tearing through space and facing hundreds of attacks with extremely 

powerful strength. 

Boom! 

The saber beam detonated one of the attacks. Immediately after, the other attacks also exploded 

because of this. In the sky, countless huge light balls were released like fireworks. 

As soon as the explosions happened, three figures fell straight into the crowd. 

In the next moment, sword lights flashed as a huge battle directly erupted. 

Zhuge Fei’er did not participate. Since the other party dared to set up an attack on her, it was impossible 

for there to only be a few pure Supreme Realm experts in the team. 

There was definitely a higher level existence. 

Another thing was that these subordinates were all people she had carefully chosen and had 

accompanied her in battles for many years. Zhuge Fei’er was confident in their cultivation and did not 

need to worry at all. 

However, she also felt admiration for her enemies. 

Without saying much, the other party immediately attacked. This was a classic case of fighting to kill. 

If the other party was from the Great Qin Empire, she might even make an exception and recruit the 

other party into the Battle God Army. 



Unfortunately, the other party was not. 

Just as she was thinking, suddenly, with a violent explosion, Zhuge Fei’er saw her subordinate, one of 

the four heavenly kings, Ouyang Han, fly back. 

“What’s going on?” 

Zhuge Fei’er’s expression changed. 

Ouyang Han wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and said with a solemn expression, 

“They have Martial Monarch Realm armor on them. Moreover, the weapons they use are also Martial 

Monarch Realm weapons!” 

Zhuge Fei’er’s pupils immediately constricted. 

It was not that the Battle God Army did not have Martial Monarch Realm weapons. However, even so, 

only the four heavenly kings of the Battle God Army had Martial Monarch Realm weapons. Moreover, 

they only had combat Martial Monarch Realm weapons. They did not have the luxury of having Martial 

Monarch Realm armor. 

Was the other party that extravagant? 

Could it be someone from the Hall of Gods? 

However, thinking about it carefully, it did not seem right. 

The people from the Hall of Gods had just completed a round of sweeping through the demon beasts 

and had killed countless demon beasts. It was definitely impossible for these demon experts to 

cooperate with the Hall of Gods. 

Who was it? 

Who could it be? 

Who had such terrifying combat execution ability and so many Martial Monarch Realm weapons? 

Just as she was distracted, an invisible power of laws pressed down on her head. 

The power of laws did not have any unpredictable factors, unlike ordinary attacks that might produce 

astral aura, sword lights, and so on. 

The power of laws was only a simple and invisible force. 

Only Zhuge Fei’er, who was also a Martial Monarch Realm expert and had also grasped the power of 

laws, could resist it. 

Sensing the power of laws fall, Zhuge Fei’er snorted. She raised her hand and pushed Ouyang Han away. 

Then, she punched out and also resisted with the power of laws. 

Crack! Crack! 

The two power of laws collided without any shock wave. However, the powerful force directly shattered 

the spatial barrier. 



However, after throwing that punch, Zhuge Fei’er did not have much time to resist. 

As the void distorted, a long sword had already slashed out. 

Pfft! 

Zhuge Fei’er’s reaction speed was very fast, but she was still a beat slower. Half of her arm was directly 

severed from her elbow. 

The intense pain made her pupils shrink. In an instant, she summoned her Martial Monarch Realm 

saber—the Shadow Severing Saber. 

She waved the Shadow Severing Saber horizontally in front of her chest and blocked the other party’s 

long sword. 

 

Boom! 

This time, a sound that was enough to shatter one’s eardrums erupted. The shock wave directly sent 

Zhuge Fei’er flying. 

When she stabilized her body, Zhuge Fei’er’s expression was extremely solemn. 

Her arm was somewhat numb. 

The other party’s cultivation was also at the Martial Monarch Realm! 

Moreover, what was even more terrifying was that Zhuge Fei’er knew her own strength. To her, it was 

easy for her to surpass one or two Martial Monarch Realm experts. 

However, at this moment, the other party was still able to injure her. 

This meant that the other party’s strength was either enough to fight those at a higher level or… it was 

possible for him to be at the third or even the fourth level of the Martial Monarch Realm. 

To put it bluntly, 

In terms of combat strength, the other party was stronger than her! 

Another extremely terrifying thing was… a small dent had appeared in her Shadow Severing Saber. 

The Shadow Severing Saber was a Martial Monarch Realm weapon! 

Moreover, it was a top-grade Martial Monarch Realm weapon. 

However, she was unable to block the other party’s sword and a dent even appeared on her weapon. 

Just what was the other party using? 

Without waiting for her to think, Lu Xiaoran had already begun to prepare for the next wave of attack. 

As he attacked, Lu Xiaoran instantly picked up Zhuge Fei’er’s severed arm and threw it into the 

Mountain and River State Painting. 



This was an extremely good pill refinement material. How could he waste it? 

“Who the hell are you?” 

Zhuge Fei’er questioned fiercely. Unfortunately, she only received a world-destroying sword attack from 

Lu Xiaoran. 

The Xuanyuan Sword stirred the power of rules, making the clouds in the sky surge. Violent winds raged, 

and the surrounding mountains began to hum. 

Boom! 

As the sword fell, Zhuge Fei’er did not dare to be careless at all. The Shadow Severing Saber in her hand 

slashed out horizontally. 

The power of laws erupted and collided with Lu Xiaoran’s sword beam. 

The spatial power shattered, and another void black hole exploded in the world. 

Before Zhuge Fei’er could speak, Lu Xiaoran had already attacked again. 

Zhuge Fei’er’s heart became heavier. 

This Lu Xiaoran was not only powerful, but he was also domineering and did not hesitate at all. 

After one move, he quickly followed with another move, not giving her any chance to breathe. 

She was even unable to divert her attention to take care of her subordinates. 

For the first time in her life, Zhuge Fei’er felt that death was so close to her. 

At this moment, the space in front of her suddenly began to distort. Zhuge Fei’er’s reaction speed was 

extremely fast. In an instant, she completed a spatial jump. 

In an instant, Zhuge Fei’er arrived at a height of tens of thousands of meters. 

Her severed arm had also been regenerated at this moment. 

However, before she could heave a sigh of relief, she saw that her feet were stained with a faint golden 

flame. 

“This is!” 

Zhuge Fei’er was immediately shocked. 

This was because she discovered that her strength was actually unable to expel this flame! 

In fact, the flames released by the Trinity True Eyes increased with Lu Xiaoran’s cultivation. 

If Lu Xiaoran was only at the Emperor Realm, he would not be able to injure Zhuge Fei’er at all. The 

other party would be able to circulate the power of laws. 

However, Lu Xiaoran had long advanced to the Martial Monarch Realm. The might of the flames was 

also enough to make a Martial Monarch Realm expert feel fear. 



Just as Zhuge Fei’er was shocked, a cold light suddenly appeared in front of her chest. 

Chapter 240: Crushed 

“Not good!” 

Zhuge Fei’er’s hair stood on end. 

Her Martial Monarch Realm perception allowed her to sense how close she was to death at this 

moment! 

Without any hesitation, she immediately turned the Shadow Severing Saber sideways to block. 

In the next second, the Xuanyuan Sword’s sword beam rushed onto Zhuge Fei’er’s saber. 

With an ear-piercing explosion, sparks flew and lightning shot in all directions. 

Lu Xiaoran pushed Zhuge Fei’er’s saber to her chest. 

Boing! 

In an instant, Lu Xiaoran’s sword aura was actually blocked for a moment. 

“Hmm?” 

At this moment, no matter how calm Lu Xiaoran was, he could not help but widen his eyes and look in 

disbelief at the deformed breasts. 

Damn! 

He did not expect this woman to take such good care of her breasts. 

For experts above the Martial Monarch Realm, the strength of their body was already comparable to a 

Martial Monarch Realm weapon. 

Of course, with the help of a Martial Monarch Realm weapon, their strength would further increase. 

Similarly, when they cultivated to the Martial Monarch Realm, the special effects of certain body parts 

would also be strengthened. 

For example, the elasticity, shock reduction, comfort, and other aspects would also be heightened. 

At this moment, Zhuge Fei’er was in such a state. 

She was blocking with a Martial Monarch Realm weapon and had used the body of the Shadow Severing 

Saber to increase her defense. In this situation, it was impossible for Lu Xiaoran to break through her 

defenses. 

The other party’s resistance was too high! 

“Shameless!” 

Zhuge Fei’er gritted her teeth and spun. Her small feet carried the power of laws as she pointed her 

saber at Lu Xiaoran’s temple and rushed over. 



Unfortunately, Lu Xiaoran’s self-control was very good. His shock only lasted for an instant before he 

instantly regained consciousness. 

Without any hesitation, he suddenly summoned a divine weapon, the Kunlun Sword, with his left hand. 

Seeing this scene, Zhuge Fei’er spat and did not dare to be careless at all. She immediately retreated. 

At this moment, the flames on her feet burned more and more fiercely. 

Zhuge Fei’er felt that her Martial Monarch Realm weapon’s defense could no longer hold on. Her small 

feet felt hot as if they were about to be burned. 

However, before she reached her limit, she did not dare to take off the Martial Monarch Realm weapon. 

As long as this strange flame came into contact with the aura of living beings, it would burn endlessly. 

However, no matter how high a living being’s cultivation was, they were unable to control their life 

force. 

This was because that already belonged to the laws of the world. 

When the Martial Monarch Realm weapon really could not hold on anymore, she could cut off her legs 

at any time before the flames lost control. 

However, almost the moment she retreated, the sky suddenly changed. 

Zhuge Fei’er’s heart trembled. 

A bad feeling arose. 

Indeed, in the next moment, she saw Lu Xiaoran use the Primordial Chaos Emperor Scripture with the 

Kunlun Sword in his left hand and the Azure Lotus Sword Art in his right. 

This made Zhuge Fei’er almost vomit blood. 

This bastard! 

Was he still human? 

He circulated two Martial Monarch Realm cultivation techniques and controlled two Martial Monarch 

Realm weapons at the same time. 

 

Moreover, he had even circulated both types of cultivation techniques to the limit. 

It was equivalent to releasing two of his strongest moves at once. 

How did he do it? 

Was he really that good at multitasking? 

Was his spirit energy supply enough? 

However, although she cursed in her heart, Zhuge Fei’er did not dare to hesitate at all in the face of this 

extremely powerful move. She immediately condensed all her strength onto the Martial Monarch Realm 



weapon and used her full strength to activate all the defensive abilities of the Martial Monarch Realm 

armor. 

After this, the Martial Monarch Realm armor on her body would very likely be destroyed from excessive 

consumption. 

However, the problem was that if she did not do this, she suspected that she would very likely die. 

Because the Martial Monarch Realm weapon had been charged too much, it even began to turn golden. 

A golden energy defensive barrier suddenly formed on the surface of her body and quickly expanded. 

Almost at the same time, Lu Xiaoran held his two swords and directly slashed down. 

The power of laws instantly tore through the sky. The invincible strength of a Martial Monarch Realm 

expert tore through the defense of the spatial barrier with a destructive force. 

Then, it collided fiercely with Zhuge Fei’er’s barrier. 

Zhuge Fei’er’s barrier was instantly enveloped by a pure white energy. 

The people fighting below suddenly saw a huge ball of light appear in the sky, exploding the dark clouds 

and standing shoulder to shoulder with another sun. 

“Asura!” 

The four heavenly kings roared and immediately prepared to save her. 

Unfortunately, this moment of distraction happened to give Li Changsheng and the others a chance. 

Several moves were unleashed at the same time, forcing the four heavenly kings into a corner. 

Immediately after, the three of them and the four demons attacked at the same time in an attempt to 

completely destroy the four heavenly kings. 

However, at this moment, a light flashed on the ground, and the auras of the four heavenly kings 

suddenly began to increase. 

Boom! 

Li Changsheng and the others’ attacks landed on the four heavenly kings, making the ground tremble 

violently. As light shot in all directions, a mushroom cloud rose. 

“Did it work?” 

Song Xinian stared fixedly at the dust, and Fang Tianyuan narrowed his eyes. 

“Something’s wrong. Don’t be careless.” 

Indeed, in the next moment, four even more powerful lights erupted from the dust. 

“Get out of the way!” 

Fang Tianyuan and Li Changsheng were both veterans in dealing with the hot shots and were already 

accustomed to their methods. They had never been careless and were tense. 



Therefore, the two of them escaped immediately. 

As for Song Xinian, he was not so lucky and was directly sent flying by a sword beam. 

The Azure Ox Supreme and the other three demons were also blasted back by a beam of light. 

When the dust dissipated, the four of them were actually unscathed. They were not injured by Fang 

Tianyuan and the others’ attacks. 

“Damn! How is this possible?” 

Song Xinian crawled out of the rubble. That move was not enough to shatter his protective armor and 

injure him. 

However, when he saw this scene, he could not help but be somewhat shocked. 

Fang Tianyuan cast his gaze on Zhuge Fei’er’s follower not far away. 

“It’s him! He’s an array master! When we were fighting, he set up an array formation not far away. This 

array formation can increase their strength for a short period of time.” 

“I see.” 

Only then did Song Xinian understand what was going on. 

The cultivation of the four of them had already reached the peak of the Supreme Realm. With the 

enhancement of the array formation, their cultivation might have even broken through to the Saint 

Realm. 

In this way, even without the Martial Monarch Realm armor, they would still be able to resist their 

attacks. 

Beitang Yu swept his gaze coldly over the man and said coldly, 

 

“Shadow, your speed at setting up the array formation is too slow this time.” 

Shadow smiled bitterly. 

“It’s really not my fault. I’ve already done my best to deal with that demon beast.” 

He was talking about Buttface. Buttface was in charge of cleaning up the small fries other than the Four 

heavenly kings, so it naturally also dealt with this Shadow. 

However, Buttface’s cultivation was clearly not enough and it had already been killed by the shadow. 

“Alright, cut the crap. Hurry up and kill them to help Lord Asura.” 

Dongfang Rentu spat out coldly. In the next moment, he had already stepped in front of Li Changsheng. 

Under the enhancement of the array formation, his cultivation was already comparable to an early-stage 

Saint Realm expert. Although he could not use the power of laws to instantly kill a Supreme Realm 



expert like a Saint Realm expert, at the very least, his combat strength was not inferior to a Saint Realm 

expert. His speed was also several times stronger than before. 

“I have to say that you’re very powerful. However, going against the Battle God Army is the greatest 

mistake you’ve made in your lives. Die!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Dongfang Rentu held the Martial Monarch Realm spear and pierced it 

towards Li Changsheng’s chest. 

However, Li Changsheng was not to be trifled with. With the Martial Monarch Realm sword in hand, he 

fought the other party in a chaotic battle. 

The two of them, one red and one green, were like two lights. In an instant, they had already exchanged 

more than a thousand blows. 

The ground exploded everywhere, as if more than a thousand cannonballs had been fired. 

Li Changsheng could not help but sigh. As expected of the subordinate of a hot shot, the other party’s 

cultivation was indeed extraordinary, and his combat level was also extraordinary. 

Moreover, this Dongfang Rentu seemed to be the strongest subordinate of Zhuge Fei’er. 

However, no matter how powerful the other party was, since his master wanted him to kill the other 

party, the other party had to die! 

Li Changsheng became stronger and stronger. The Sword Soul in his body was restless. 

Three seconds later, after more than 2,000 exchanges, the Sword Soul in Li Changsheng’s body suddenly 

emitted a trembling sound and actually broke through in the battle. 

Sensing that Li Changsheng’s aura was constantly rising, the expression of the Dongfang Rentu 

immediately changed. 

“Not good!” 

Unfortunately, it was already too late. 

Li Changsheng and him could also fight those at a higher level. 

However, one’s cultivation also depended on their foundation. 

The higher the foundation cultivation, the better the effect of fighting those at higher levels. 

If one’s foundation was good, it would also be easier to squeeze out combat strength. 

Originally, the two of them could fight to a draw because Li Changsheng had yet to break through. 

Now that Li Changsheng had broken through to the Saint Realm and had already grasped some power of 

laws, he was completely not someone Dongfang Rentu could resist. 

The moment Dongfang Rentu sensed the danger, Li Changsheng heaved a sigh of relief. His expression 

was incomparably relaxed, as if everything was under control. 



He did not continue to use too many gorgeous attacks or use the complicated sword moves of the Azure 

Lotus Sword Art. 

He only locked his gaze on the Dongfang Rentu and slashed. 

His moves were simple and the beauty of his sword shocked the world. 

The world darkened, and Dongfang Rentu was instantly beheaded. 

“Dongfang!” 

The other three heavenly kings were immediately furious. 

Their close friend and comrade had actually been killed in front of them. Who could resist this? 

However, they had yet to despair. What made them despair was that in the next second, Li Changsheng 

actually attacked Dongfang Rentu’s body crazily. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

After slashing out more than 500 sword lights in a row and confirming that he had turned the other 

party into ashes, Li Changsheng finally stopped. 

“I’ll kill you!” 

The three heavenly kings were furious to the extreme. At the same time, they transformed into three 

lightning bolts that headed straight for Li Changsheng. 

At the same time, the explosion in the sky completely ended. 

Lu Xiaoran’s move was dozens of times stronger than the Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill! 

The Martial Monarch Realm Core Pill was only equivalent to an ordinary attack of a Martial Monarch 

Realm expert. As for Lu Xiaoran’s attack, it was the powerful attack of a Martial Monarch Realm expert 

combined with a Martial Monarch Realm cultivation technique and a divine weapon. 

 


